Beyond Borders
Saturday 25.05.2019 — 10 am until 10 pm

A day for discussions, workshops, exhibitions, films and performances about borders between communes, regions or states, borders in our minds and borders that you impose on yourself, or that others impose on you. Borders that seem insurmountable, that are secured by fences and walls and borders between cultures and opinions, borders that need to be overcome.

Conference languages
German and English

The ZEIT-Stiftung Ebelin und Gerd Bucerius supports research and scholarship, art and culture, as well as education and training. It provides funding for outstanding international young researchers working in an interdisciplinary environment. The Ph.D. scholarship program “Trajectories of Change” contributes to studies in the humanities and social sciences with a focus on transformation processes in the European neighbourhood. The Bucerius Young Scholars Forum in Berkeley deals with histories of migration from an international and global perspective.

The Bucerius Alumni Network brings together fellows in History, Migration and Urban Studies as well as Area Studies concentrating on Eastern Europe and the MENA region.

www.zeit-stiftung.de

silent green Kulturquartier is a new event venue and an independent project shaped by the biographies and interests of all involved parties, which has found a unique home in the historic premises of the Crematorium in Berlin-Wedding.

www.silent-green.net
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Oriental Slow-House by SHKOON
Schedule Beyond Borders
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Christina Rau
Member of the Board of Trustees, ZEIT-Stiftung Ebelin und Gerd Bucerius
25 May 2019

10:00 Opening - Greetings

10:30 Lena Gorelik
Vortrag
Lebensgrenzen: Ertrag des Eisernen Vorhangs
Da, wo der so genannte Eisene Vorhang verlief, existen früher Leben, Räume, und Schicksale vonmorgen getrennt, kann fragen wie die Welt wurde geteilt. Was ist aus dieser Trennlinie geworden?
Rechteinhaber: Diskussion
Moderation: Per Brodersen

12:00 Manwa El Chab
Präsentation
The Borders That Shape Us: Understanding Borders as a Social Construct
This presentation is an invitation for researchers in social sciences to self-reflect over their own practices and the biases of their disciplines.

1:00 Lunch Break

2:00 Aylin Yildirim Tschoepe & Carolin Genz
Round Table
Out of the Box: Crossing Boundaries, Interdisciplinary Methods, Visual Communication
A platform for discussing and sharing information gathered during our site visit. Berlin will be our urban laboratory as we focus on visual communication and embodied experiences in the city.

3:00 Noelle Brigden
Präsentation
Mapping Clandestine Journeys from Central America to the Move in the United States
This presentation offers a critical cartography of Central American migration journeys that takes us beyond borders to understand the experience of everyday people on the move.

4:00 Coffee Break

4:30 Revital Madar & her Guests
Round Table
Re-thinking Borders within a Contested Territory
Chair: Muznia Awdy-Bihrara

6:00 Ali Taptik
Vorführung
Looking at Osmanbey: Social and Spatial Entanglements of Fashion Trade
How can spatial transformation and production of urban area be positioned within history? Where is the line between the personal and the social? These are questions we address in this lecture performance.

8:00 Farewell Drinks and Oriental Slow-House
SHKOON in concert